 Automated Billing Management System: A New Choice

AeroBooks provides a fully integrated cloud-based automated billing management solution for the Civil Aviation Authorities (CAA), Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs), airports, and airlines. It delivers a cost-effective and comprehensive data gathering, invoicing, and collection service, which eliminates inaccuracies, errors, and delays – all to achieve a better revenue management process.

Aviation operators have a choice now: A choice of an affordable aeronautical billing system with unparalleled user experience.
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

EASY DATA CAPTURE
AeroBooks takes the user experience to a whole new level. For starters, this secure, cloud-based solution features a modern layout that is mobile friendly and looks like a typical mobile app: intuitive navigation, nice graphical user interface, and quick access to important information.

When integrated with Aurora ATM, AeroBooks captures all the pertinent data needed for invoicing and collection without the strenuous manual processes prone to mistakes and delays. Real time emails and dashboards notifications make it effortless to track activity and prioritize tasks.

STREAMLINED FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
With AeroBooks, enjoy all the functionalities expected of an aeronautical billing system.

For financial reporting and audit purposes, airspace usage, traffic volumes, economic values and more, data is always available and can be viewed in tables or graphs. In addition, for your convenience, the data can also be downloaded in Excel, HTML, CSV, or PDF.
AGILITY AND SIMPLICITY

AeroBooks does not require heavy IT implementation. The system is highly scalable and offers advanced data-gathering capability. When using AeroBooks, you can reduce or eliminate some major issues CAA and ANSPs faced over the years, such as ability to apply accurate aircraft MTOWs for each invoice.

By using AeroBooks, you can reduce or eliminate the number of rejected invoices and have less disputes and follow-ups while air operators can easily validate and pay their bills.

With cloud-based Aerobooks, you are always up-to-date with automatic update and your data is secure, since it is hosted and backed up on safe cloud platforms. Plus, you can access data from anywhere in the world, provided you have Internet connection.

IN SUMMARY, WITH AEROBOOKS:

Save administration overhead by streamlining your invoicing process. You can now invoice quicker, more frequently, and more accurately. Plus, you can send your invoices electronically, by mail or both. And, as a result, get paid faster too.

In addition, you can gain more insights in your airport’s current operations and future potential by making your billing data available for business intelligence. And on top of it all, AeroBooks is easy to use with intuitive navigation, nice graphical user interface, and quick access to important information.
MORE ABOUT ADACEL

A WORLD LEADER IN AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT AND AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SIMULATION AND TRAINING SOLUTIONS

Meet Adacel - a publicly traded company and a leading global architect of air traffic management, training and simulation solutions. We are ISO 9001:2015 certified and are appraised at CMMI Level 3 capability.

Adacel is the company of choice for Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs) worldwide with oceanic, en route, approach, and tower airspace environments. More than 21% of the world’s airspace is controlled with Adacel’s Aurora air traffic management technology. Adacel’s ATC solution incorporates MaxSim – an industry-leading air traffic control simulator used for controller training by civil and military authorities including ANSPs, universities, airport authorities, defense & security organizations.

We support customers worldwide, from North and South America to Europe, Asia Pacific, Africa, Australia and New Zealand for over 30 years, and look forward to welcoming you to our Adacel family as well.

We are here to help. Contact us: info@adacel.com
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